1. **Work down the backlog** (for example, by adding extra overbook slots to schedules, extending clinic hours, adding clinic sessions, reviewing wait list to see if medical needs could be met by phone call or other means)

2. **Reduce demand** (for example, by extending reappointment intervals, creating alternatives to face-to-face visits, and using referral guidelines)

3. **Understand supply and demand** (for example, by knowing how many appointment slots a clinic has, knowing what the provider panel size cap is, knowing how many patients come in, call in, or are scheduled each day for the clinic)

4. **Reduce appointment types** (for example, by reducing the number of separate clinic profiles, standardizing the length of appointments)

5. **Plan for contingencies** (for example, by anticipating and planning for situations like provider leaves and the annual flu vaccination season)

6. **Manage the constraint** (for example, by figuring out where the “logjams” occur in the patient care process and figuring out actions to deal with them)

7. **Optimize the care team** (for example, by using standard protocols, matching patient needs to skills of appropriate team members, not necessarily always a physician)

8. **Synchronize patient, provider and information** (for example, by starting clinic on time, checking charts for completeness, accuracy and presence at appointment)

9. **Predict and anticipate patient needs at the time of the appointment** (for example, by using regular clinic team “huddles” to communicate and deal with possible situations that may arise, using clinical reminders to get as much done in each visit as possible)

10. **Optimize rooms and equipment** (for example, by having the same supplies available in each exam room, making sure supplies are continuously stocked, using “open” rooming).

**Advanced Access: 10 Points**
Advanced Access FAQs

Medical office practices struggling with access delays and the attendant phone problems and dissatisfaction continue to be drawn to Advanced Access (aka Open Access, AA, OA) scheduling. In our experience as faculty with the Institute for Healthcare Improvement we have worked with teams from across the US, Canada, and Europe as they have tested and then adopted this approach to reducing waits and delays. In that work we hear a continuing stream of questions and thought it might be helpful to explore those frequently asked questions.

What follows in no order of importance are questions frequently asked by clinicians and office practice teams and our answers culled from years of helping teams work through these issues.

A detailed exploration of the core concepts of Advanced Access can be found on the IHI web site at: http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/OfficePractices/Access/

**With advanced access do I ask people to only call on the day they want to be seen or can I book patients into the future (chronic conditions follow up, well child check, prenatal, etc)?**

AA does not mean “no schedule/walk in clinic.” It means we have an accurate estimate of demand and can flex our supply to meet variation in demand.

Any day’s schedule is going to be made up of patients who called that day, called the day before, the week prior, the month prior, just like your schedule looks today. The point is that the sum total of the work is within our capacity and we’re able to flex to meet the variation in demand and have contingency plans in place for when the demand/supply gap grows.

Regarding how far out to book patients in follow up: book them out as far as makes sense. This means that you don’t confuse the schedule with a reminder system. If an appointment on the books is an illusion (i.e. we have you on the schedule, you are almost certain to no-show or re-schedule, but at least we won’t lose track of you) then we are confounding two functions – reminder system and office visit schedule. If the appointment in the future is an illusion, it blocks the use of the schedule for its primary purpose – to give an individual a real time at which they will meet with a clinician.

Assess your patient population. Which sub-group(s) of patients are highly likely to no-show? How far out is the ‘break point?’ After the break point, consider using a reminder system rather than the schedule. See “what to do about chronic no-shows” below.

**Is advanced access the same as a walk-in clinic / does it mean we just give up the schedule?**

No. We maintain schedules (see “scheduling chronic condition follow up” above as well as “schedule shaping” below).
It is also not the same thing as holding/freezing parts of the schedule for “urgent” or “routine” appointments. We put schedulers back into the business of scheduling and let nurses do nursing. There is no reason to have a provider or nurse weigh in on scheduling when an appointment is being offered “today.”

There is one important caveat: if the scheduler perceives that the patient wants an inappropriate delay “I want an appointment next week for my son with asthma and shortness of breath.” Or if the locus of care might be inappropriate “I’d like to bring my husband right over with his crushing substernal chest pain, shortness of breath…” In these cases, nurses weigh in to make a clinical assessment and triage accordingly.

**Does open access work because we give up continuity?**
No. Practices that do this well improve the rate of continuity as this leads to a reduction in demand. When patients see their own provider consistently they tend to receive a higher rate of preventive care, reducing the likelihood of “please schedule a follow-up with your primary to address that non urgent issue.”

Continuity becomes one of the main drivers of appointing in an advanced access system. The first question a telephone agent asks is “who is your provider (or team)?”

**Do I ever limit the number of new patients I accept?**
Yes. To maintain control over supply and demand, this is an absolutely critical variable to manage. If you cannot control the flow of new patients, it may not be possible to maintain advanced access unless the natural influx of new patients somehow magically equals the rate of patients leaving your practice or you are able to grow the practice continually to meet the demand.

**But what about all those needy people out there who want to be served by me?**
You have to make a choice: continue to book out far into the future and manage the influx of new patients through waits and delays and the attrition from the line, or actively manage the new patient volume by being up front and saying “We’re full.”

The reason I feel the second is the honorable path is that advanced access leads to a net reduction in work load around scheduling and therefore the opportunity to offer care to more people. The workload reduction comes in the nursing time no longer spent on the phone playing “mother-may-I” as well as the diminished phone time for patients and schedulers (one large organization measured found a reduction in telephone appointing time from nine minutes before implementation to one minute post implementation). This workload reduction translates to increased team capacity and the ability to offer more satisfactory services to more people.

**What can I do if the community demand for care exceeds my capacity?**
First: become very very efficient. Create a highly functional team approach to care and reduce your work burden through implementation of EMR, advanced access. Reduce demand by improving continuity of care, supporting patients in self-management, group visits.
If you’ve done all that and still cannot meet the demand, hire new providers. If you are unable to hire any more providers and still have not met the demand, your community needs to work with you to attract new providers.

The option that is no longer on the table is to allow practices to restrict access through delays: “Our next available new patient non urgent appointment is three months from now.”

**Does AA work in Pediatrics/Family Medicine/Internal Medicine/OB GYN/etc?**
Yes. The principle of managing supply and demand works in all settings. Each specialty and setting has unique features that might require some extra work to manage well. OB GYN is a good example.

An OB GYN MD splits time between the OR, the labor deck, and the office practice. In the office, the OB GYN MD provides primary and specialty care mixed with procedures. Each of these separate threads of work have their unique demand and must be met with equal supply. Each demand stream experiences variation. To provide advanced access in all aspects of care, an OB GYN practice will typically build a complex team of individuals working with a complex set of interlocking schedules. In addition to the OB GYN MD, these individuals may include nurse midwives, NPs, PAs, physicians dedicated to GYN care only or some other narrower scope of practice (e.g. high risk OB, perinatology, etc).

Advanced access in an OB GYN practice requires simultaneously managing the supply and demand of each thread, creating enough flexibility to meet the variation in demand. An OB GYN practice achieving advanced access takes their current skills in managing these multiple schedules and figures out how to manage and shape the demand and supply while eliminating backlog.

These techniques are the same in every practice, so, with modification to the issues of the specialty and setting, advanced access works in all settings.

**Does AA work if I round in the hospital/round in a nursing home/teach part time in a local medical school/moonlight in an ED/etc?**
This is the same issue as part time. Advanced access works when the supply equals demand, with the caveat that the supply must be able to flex enough to meet demand variation. If a clinician has 20 hours to dedicate to office practice per week, everything will work out if the demand for that clinician is 20 hours per week and the variation in demand is within the scope of flexibility of that clinician and/or team.

**Does “flex my supply to meet demand” mean I just gave up all control over my life?**
No. If you keep your total panel size in sync with your supply, you live with the typical daily and seasonal variation. This variation tends to be less than that seen in systems with delays that then exacerbate variation by adding double and triple bookings to meet
demand. The predictability of a system without delays is better, so variation is diminished.

On any given day a clinician and/or team may be constrained by a time limit and unable to meet the full day’s demand (mandatory inservice, grand rounds, violin lesson). Some of the excess demand can be pushed forward to tomorrow or pushed to another team. Neither is great, but these are two of the contingency plans some teams adopt to manage unusual variation in supply and demand. You will come up with those contingency plans that are palatable and effective for your team.

More below in the discussion of part time docs.

**Does this work for part time docs?**
Part time makes it more difficult but not impossible. The goal is to match supply and demand. The easiest part time scenario is to offer some appointment access at least 4-5 days per week, even if it is very limited on any given day.

Part time providers need back up when they are not available. Offering patients the back up provider takes more time and decreases patient satisfaction, so part-time raises the cost and reduces satisfaction, but must be balanced against our ability to create work environments that are attractive. I am part time (about 30%) in practice in a solo office with backup from another solo office. I’m willing to take the satisfaction hit so that I can have a life, and am willing to bear the associated expense.

Larger offices with many part time providers have the burden of work to piece together teams that have horizontal presence over the week, as well as the work of negotiating cross-coverage arrangements: “Each must agree to see two patients per day for the absent provider.” This is extra uncompensated work and another reason that larger offices are less efficient and have a larger percent of revenue going to pay for overhead.

**What is the correct panel size?**
The perfect panel size is that which drives demand equal to your supply. You have to arrive at that number over time. It is not a target. Don’t fall for any of the so called benchmarks. You want a balance between supply and demand.

Supply is made up of the care team’s numbers and capability and work hours. Demand is made up by the scope of practice, the number of patients, their age/sex/illness burden and their historic rate of seeing care. These variables are too huge for the average practice to nail down, and when you put them all together, the product of the error factor exceeds credulity.

So how many patients should a provider have? Start with how many you have now. If you are able to keep up with all the work and offer advanced access scheduling, you are fine. If not, you must reduce demand and increase supply.

**What do you do about patients who chronically no-show?**
Nothing reduces no-show rates like offering an appointment today. We’ll get very cranky with patients who no-show on the same day they called for an appointment, and you then have to come up with an honorable policy you all can live with to answer the question: “When if ever do we discharge patients from the practice?”

For those you keep and who continue to no-show, or those for whom you know are highly likely to skip the follow up they need in 1 week/month/year, you can put them into a reminder system. Use a 3x5 file (or better, an electronic reminder system) and start chasing those patients who failed to follow through on the intended care. Many practices find that they don’t have to chase 100% of those in the reminder system, a large proportion of those patients actually did come in some time close to the right window.

What to do for the patient who repeatedly calls and fails to show up same day, but our practice is not willing/able to discharge: treat them like a walk-in. When they call, you can offer them an appointment, but with a 90% chance of no-show, go ahead and book another person at the same time. If this 90% no-show person really does come, work them right into the schedule and thank them for coming (i.e. don’t punish them the one time they do follow through).

**Does advanced access mean seeing every patient when the patient wants to be seen (i.e. am I going to have to work all nights and weekends for the rest of my life)?**

No. We work to achieve balance between work and life so that we can enjoy what we do and help those who come to us for care. Part of the balance is going home. You determine your best hours of operation. This defines your supply. Try to spread it out over the week as much as possible (as the incidence of demand is not restricted to particular days of the week).

At some time in the day a patient calling and wanting a visit will be unable to make it in to the office before you close. You have the choice of staying late or offering that person an appointment the next morning.

**Everybody wants to come between 3-5 PM. How can we manage that?**

We shape demand. When offering an appointment, we offer those that are typically in a low demand time of day. “Dr. Jones can see you today at 10:30A.” The patient might not really like that time, and you could negotiate another time. Enough patients tend to accept the offer, so that you are able to smooth the demand a bit, creating better flow.

Schedule shaping takes work. The scheduler must have a crystal clear understanding of high and low demand times. Schedule shaping sometimes takes scripting. In a larger practice, variation in the way schedulers talk to patients can create problems. “But yesterday Steve let me choose the time I wanted to come…” Larger more complex practices sometimes have to have meetings to develop scripts for schedulers so that each say the same things to avoid the appearance of preference.

**Can this work in a solo practice/large group practice?**
Yes/yes. Advance access is based on matching supply and demand. Solo practices have to look to other practices for back up, but remember that you must have some mechanism in place now for when the solo provider takes vacation (if the individual never takes vacation, they are in burnout mode and won’t be practicing that long).

Larger practice have the benefit of built-in back up, which is a nice benefit to very slightly offset the greater complexity and expense of group practice.

**How long until the backlog is gone?**
One method to calculate the length of backlog reduction:

1: Print out your schedule from today through the day of your third next available long appointment.

2: Count the number of future appointments that are taken up with bad backlog.  
   The difficulty with this step resides in the assumptions we make about the meaning of bad backlog. The intent is to count those appointments that have been deflected to the future due to inability to see that person “today.” Challenge your assumptions by saying “If I had a wide open schedule and was hungry for patients, would I offer to see this person today?”

3: Choose your preferred backlog reduction strategies.  
   Strategies differ in the rate at which they reduce backlog. Most obvious: adding one extra patient slot per day. Some strategies have immediate payoff (adding a slot), some later (four month follow-up rather than three month).

4: Compare the backlog reduction strategy to your backlog.  
   If you have 100 appointments of bad backlog and add one extra patient slot per day, working four days per week, it will take 25 weeks to eliminate backlog if all else is held constant.

Remember: backlog reduction is painful but is usually shorter than expected. This is due to the more-than-additive effects of multiple strategies: improving continuity, extending re-visit intervals, max-packing visits, adding slots, etc.

**Where do you start?**

1. Measure supply and demand enough to understand day-of-the-week variation as well as likely seasonal variation.
2. Link every patient to a PCP.
3. Create care teams.
4. Set dates for starting backlog reduction and for achieving advanced access
5. Start reducing backlog.

**Where can I learn more about advanced access?**
Go to:
http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/OfficePractices/Access/
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